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T R A N S F O R M I N G  S P A C E S



Clients.
Our leading team has proudly supported the South Pacific hospitality industry for over 35 years. 
Working with our regions top hotel groups, clubs, convention and events centres, as well as leading 

architects and builders to provide absolute premium furniture and equipment supply.

Hotels & Resorts

Arenas, Stadiums & Convention Centres

Entertainment Venues

Government & Educational Facilities



GENERAL MANAGER 
South Pacific & South Africa 
Barry Shepherd 
Ph 0412 243 323 
Email:  bshepherd@sicosp.com.au

NSW, ACT & WA 
Regional Sales Manager
Matthew Castles 
Ph  0412 277 050 
Email:  mcastles@sicosp.com.au

QLD, NT, NZ & South Pacific Islands 
Regional Sales Manager
Duncan Hannay 
Ph  0412 393 802 
Email:  dhannay@sicosp.com.au 

VIC, TAS & SA 
Regional Manager 
Matthew Agrotis  
Ph  0402 303 609 
Email:  agrotis@sicosp.com.au 

SICO Is a global company with 

operations in the USA, Asia 

Pacific, Europe and the UAE.

 

SICO’s South Pacific office and 

factory was established on the 

NSW Central Coast in 1986 as 

the first supplier to the region 

for portable performance 

staging, dance floor and mobile 

folding tables.   

The SICO® South Pacific 

team has a true passion 

for supporting our regions 

hospitality industry and for 

providing the very best products 

and customer service possible. 

SICO has a high quality 

standard in the 

manufacturing process 

for each of its products 

throughout the world. 

SICO South Pacific was 
certified as part of this 
world-class  
manufacturing after 
meeting a set of stringent 
operational  
concepts, principles, 
policies and  
techniques including:  

• Transportation and 
travel

• Procurement 
and supply chain 
sustainability

• General environmental 
issues

• Voluntary carbon  
measurement and 
offsetting

About. Team.

Our entire team is committed to providing 
the very highest quality products and top 

purchasing expierence.
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Our Pacer tables are just as impressive in storage as they are in ser-
vice. When not in use, they fold easily for compact, upright placement 
in even tight areas. Another space challenge solved! 

Nesting Storage

Mobile Folding Banquet Tables

SICO Pacer Tables | Darwin Convention Centre
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Pacer

Pacer II

With the Pacer’s smart design 
and variety of shapes you can 
fit more tables into one space 
and increase your seating 
capacity by up to 32%. Plus, 
its stylish, yet rugged, frame 
can be folded and rolled 
effortlessly into storage – by 
just one staff member. That’s 
SICO® simplicity. 

The Pacer II takes the  Pacer’s 
durable design and style 
to the next level. With its 
 seamless tabletop, reinforced 
with SICO® Armor-Edge® 
 edging, and attractive 
 colours and shape options, 
the  ultra-mobile Pacer II 
 empowers you to quickly 
transform any area into a 
 productive meeting space. 

Taking the Work 
Out of Setup and 
Teardown
Pacer tables fold and roll 
quickly and easily into 
storage and back into action 
the minute you need them. 
Plus, they can be easily 
operated by just one facility 
management professional, 
so you can turn rooms faster, 
schedule more events and 
drive higher banquet sales 
without driving up your labor 
costs.

Mobile Folding Banquet Tables

Pacer

Pacer II
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Folding Leg Banquet Tables

Minimise staff strain and downtime by using our heavy-duty transport 
 caddies to stack and move our folding leg tables with ease. Each features 
built-in angle support bars and side rails to keep tables snug and secure 
and keep your operation rolling.

Transport Caddies Give You a Leg Up

The Westin Perth | SICO Folding Leg Tables
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Plywood 
Armor-Edge® FLT

Standard 
Armor-Edge® FLT
Achieve elegance without 
the expense of linens with 
our versatile Linenless 
 Armor-Edge® FLT banquet 
tables. Choose from  a  variety 
of sizes and  eye-catching  
colours. Eliminate the need 
for costly banquet linens 
while creating a unique 
 experience for your guests.

These premium plywood 
folding leg tables are built to 
last for years. With the rugged 
Armor-Edge®, heavy-duty legs, 
aircraft lock-nuts and bolts, 
and expansion rivets instead 
of screws, SICO’s plywood 
tables provide years of 
 trouble-free operation.

SICO’s exclusively designed 
Veri-Lite II™ is an industry 
setting standard portable 
lightweight ABS plastic 
folding leg table made with 
the strength to stand up to 
all your commercial table 
requirements.

Folding Leg Banquet Tables

Veri-Lite II™ Light 
Weight Tables
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Mobile Folding Catering & Event Tables

We know that your commitment to creating a unique guest 
 experience is endless, but your facilities’ space is not. That’s why 
our rugged catering tables also fold down easily for compact 
 storage allowing you to store multiple tables in a tight footprint.

Compact Storage
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Because our catering and 
buffet tables move so 
smoothly and so quietly, you 
can easily roll in a coffee 
service or lunch without 
creating a distraction — and 
never worry about disturbing 
an in-progress meeting again.

Get Set, Roll Out 
To Service

Two Tier

Deluxe Two Tier

Finally. Tables designed to 
 cater to your serving and 
pre-set needs. Our versatile 
catering tables can be in the 
kitchen and rolled into use by 
one person, reducing labour 
costs and minimising noisy 
meeting interruptions. The 
versatile racks allow for 
extra storage.

A linenless catering option, 
the deluxe catering table 
 combines an upscale look, 
with a large serving area. 
 Available in a variety of 
laminate options, this table 
combines style, mobility, 
and durability in one 
elegant package.
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NEW! Mobile Display Towers

SICO® Mobile Display Towers are flexible, 
multi-functional and timeless. The vertical display 
is the perfect solution for Food and Beverage 
presentation, general display or during social 
hour as a bar back. Available with laminate or 
wood veneer shelves and brushed stainless 
steel or powder coated frame. Personalized to 
complement your space.

Set, Roll and Display

NEW! Mobile Bars

SICO® Mobile Bars are essential if you are 
looking to elevate your event. Designed for 
optimal functionality and appearance creating 
exciting events and guest experiences is easily 
achieved. Design any bar from a rustic, modern 
or luxurious theme to complement any décor.

Mobile Events Anywhere

RETHINK YOUR SPACE...
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Mobile Folding Event Tables

Arrange in traditional or unconventional layouts creating unique
serving and action stations. Crafted from tubular steel and your 
choice of top options in a variety of finishes that complement any 
décor. Choose from three sizes to optimize your creativity and 
storage space.
Tables are available as single units or sold in sets of two or three.

Transforming Spaces for Guest Experiences
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Metal Leg Nesting 
Tables
Enhance your guest experi-
ence with classic metal leg 
nesting tables. With clean 
lines this durable and stylishly 
designed table is perfectly 
suitable for unlimited uses. 
Arrange in traditional or un-
conventional layouts creating 
unique serving and action 
stations. Crafted from tubular 
steel and your choice of top 
options in a variety of finishes 
that complement any décor.

Socializer
Elevate your guests’ 
 experiences with our 
 Socializer selections. 
 Featuring tiered heights 
that complement a  sit-down 
 dining or standing  social 
event, these  versatile  
 favorites maximise your 
 serving flexibility. True to its name, our 

 Sophisticate catering  table 
is a classy  combination of 
style, mobility and  durability. 
Ideal for any upscale 
event – from catering to 
chef  demonstrations – the 
 Sophisticate tables are 
 available in a variety of 
 finishes making it the  perfect 
choice for any upscale 
 linenless event. 

Sophisticate
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Simply lift the top, fold the frame flat and place them on the caddy. 
One table frame folds flat to a thickness 8-9cm.

Configurable in a variety of functional and stylish set ups. Combine 
shapes and sizes to create visual interest and functionality to any 
event, the possibilities are endless.

The Latest In Cross Frame Buffets

Nested Food & Beverage Displays

The Westin Perth | Cubo Folding Displays
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Glass Top 
Cross Frames

The elegant, simple design 
of the Diamond Cross Frame 
Buffet Tables makes any 
event a show stopper. The 
reversible tops and configu-
rable construction makes any 
arrangement possible for any 
event. The top lifts off and the 
frame folds flat. Simply roll 
the tops and frames into and 
out of storage on one of our 
table caddies.

Diamond Cross 
Frame  
Buffet Tables

The ultimate in space saving 
nested sets with attractive 
stainless steel flanges which 
keep glass in place. Optional 
front and side panels these 
mobile nested sets allow for 
quick change overs between 
events and an appealing 
modern display for guests.

Nested Sets
Glass Top
Versatile, durable and space 
saving make the NEST Buffet 
Tables the perfect choice 
for the F & B industry. Easy 
to maintain, the tables are 
specified as they are offer 
more form and function, are 
easy to configure and with the 
option of bridging one table 
to another, gives endless 
possibilities for buffet layouts. 
When not in use the tables 
are easily nested and space 
can be freed up in minutes.
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Transport caddies available to accommodate all sizes and shapes 
of SICO® folding leg tables.  Heavy-duty caddies are built to last 
with SICO’s renowned attention to quality. Built-in angle support 
bars and side rails keep folding leg tables in place during transport.

New Transport Technology

Meeting and Conference Tables

SICO® Folding Leg Tables 
Quest Perth Ascot - Conference room
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Featuring the SICO 
 Armor-Edge® proile to keep 
tops The SICO® Stanard 
Armor-Edge® FLT portable 
folding table takes folding 
leg tables to the next level, 
offering unprecedented 
durability and ease of 
operation while enhancing 
your space in a variety of 
important ways. Choice of 
modern top colours available.

Standard  
 Armor-Edge® FLT

Premium grade modesty pan-
el tables build to last for years 
of daily use within busy meet-
ing and conference spaces. 
With a range of modeern top 
colours and  Armor-Edge®  
to suit your design require-
ments. 

Modesty Panel 
Semi-App FLT

Veri-Lite II
SICO’s exclusively designed 
Veri-Lite II™ is an industry 
setting standard portable 
lightweight ABS plastic 
folding leg table made with 
the strength to stand up to 
all your commercial table 
requirements.

With proven strength and 
quality the SICO Veri-Lite II™ 
ABS plastic table is backed 
by a genuine 5 year warranty 
and is used and preferred by 
community centres, hotels, 
function and conference 
centres.
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SICO Mobile Folding Tables save you space, time and labour costs 
with easy to operate folding mechanisms. nested storage allows for 
a smaller footprint in your storage areas and allows multiple tables 
to me moved at one time. 

Save Space and Time...

Mobile Folding Conference Tables

SICO Multiapp Tables
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MultiApp IIS
With its clean, classic colours 
and lines, this table makes 
a statement.  Featuring 
 dual-sided  seating and ample 
leg room, the  MultiApp IIS 
lives up to its name as a 
multi-purpose table.  Use 
as a conference, catering, 
or banqueting table. The 
 applications are limitless. 
Durable  swivel casters make 
 mobility easy.

Designed in the UK, Flip-Tech 
Meeting & Workspace Tables 
incorporate an innovative 
neutrally pivoted release 
mechanism, with integrated 
adjustable dampening. 
Available in a variety of styles 
and able to accommodate an 
extensive range of top shapes 
and sizes. Flip-Tech Table 
frames provide a robust, 
reliable & affordable solution 
for reconfigurable furniture 
within all environments.

NEW Flip-Tech

MultiApp
With the mobile, versatile 
MultiApp table, you can be 
meeting-ready in seconds. It 
requires no caddy so it can be 
rolled into action by just one 
person. Choose from a variety 
of trending laminate colours 
to match your décor – each 
with our rugged Armor-Edge® 
edging. Also available with 
data ports.

We apply as much engineering innovation to product storage as we do 
 product performance. For example, our spacious conference tables fold 
down quickly into a tight vertical formation and can be rolled away in  
seconds, by just one person. It doesn’t get much easier than that.

Mobile Folding Boardroom Tables
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We stock a range of table 
skirting attachment clips with 
hook and loop. 

Order online via our exclusive 
table skirting clip site:

www.skirtingclips.com.au

Attachment Clips

Table skirting is one of the most popular ways to professionally 
drape tables for functions, events, conference and meeting rooms 
as well as buffet presentations and many more applications. Our 
skirting has proved to outlast and outperform inferior fabrics which 
are available in the market place today. Investing in quality skirts 
that are made to last allows your team to rely on your skirts in day 
to day operations. All of our fabrics are made to limit ironing and 
pressing between events and will not go out of shape when stored 
correctly.

Table Skirting

Table Skirting & Accessories

Fitted Table Covers

Custom made to fit your 
exisiting tables our range of 
fitted table covers come in 
a variety of fabrics to best 
suit your decor and freshed 
up your meeting and food & 
beverage displays quickly.

Got a special room that that 
needs an elegant look? Speak 
to our product consultants 
about our range specialty 
fabrics in a range of patterns 
and colours. Custom made to 
order in lengths and heights 
to suit your requirements. 

Special Fabrics
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Stacking Banquet Chairs

Proven Durability & Quality

Our team has proudly supplied our customers with 
a consistantly superior quality banquet chair range 
for over 25 years. 
 
With high quality powder coating, endless range of fabrics 
and strong welded metal frames, each chair is designed 
to withstand daily use in the harshest of hospailtiy and 
conference environtments. 

SICO Multiapp Tables

SICO 227 Chairs Sydney  ICC
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Our standard trolley features 
a support frame which ex-
tends beyond stack for easy 
and safe loading of chairs. 
Featuring durable carpet to 
protect chair frames from 
damage. Each chair stack 
is picked up without user 
having to tip it and addi-
tional rear arm is fitted with 
swivel castor allowing for 
easier wheeling. Trolleys also 
feature a back locking castor 
and high quality powder 
coated finish. 

Chair Trolleys

Comfort. Style. Durability

Add elegance and style to 
any banquet, conference 
or convention set up. 

Our premium range of 
profile options and each 
chair has its own distinc-
tive features including 
tapered legs, sleek handle 
design and optional extras 
including arm rests. Pre-
ferred by designers, FF&E 
consultants and venue 
managers for proven dura-
bility in vigorous daily use.SICO Multiapp Tables
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When you’re looking for dependable staging, it has to be SICO.  
We’re proud to be the go-to company for innovative staging solu-
tions that bring solid support and im[eccable style to any event. 
With SICO’s mobile stage and risers systems, storage is a snap. Our 
units can be rolled away in minutes, freeing up your staff to focus 
on other important tasks. 

One Person Set Up

Portable Staging & Risers
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TechLite™*

TechLite™ makes it easy to 
 tailor a stage and riser system 
to fit small or large  spaces 
– and without the need 
for tools. With adjustable 
and fixed heights, optional 
 anti-slip Riga Heksa Plus 
Decking or carpet, our Power 
Lock™ leg-fastening system 
and more, the TechLite™ is a 
 versatile performer you can 
count on. 

*Patent Pending

Tri-Height
Our Tri-Height mobile stage is 
available with three  variable 
height adjustments and 
reversible decks, making for 
a versatile system.  Designed 
for maximum set-up  flexibility. 
The Tri-Height can be used 
as a head table riser,  speaker 
platform, or runway. The 
 possibilities are endless. 
 Single person operation 
means rooms can be turned 
quickly, with minimal labour.  

1800 Series

The original mobile folding 
stage. Manufacfurted by SICO. 

The dual-height and single 
height 1800 series offers all 
the advantages of a  mobile 
folding stage, plus the  added 
simplicity and speed of 
 built-in height adjustability.  
A single person operation 
means rooms can be turned 
quickly, with minimal labour.  
This saves of both money and 
time for any operation.   
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SICO® invented the first professional portable dance floor in 
1964 and continues to stay a step ahead of the competition. In 
fact, more dance moves and more dance memories have been 
created on SICO® floors than any other brand! When you want 
to give your guests the best, it has to be SICO®. 

The Original Go-To Dance Floor Company

Portable Dance Floors

SICO Cam-Lam in Northern Birch with Gold Trim 
Dockside Function Centre, Darling Harbour Sydney
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The Original portable dance 
floor is the perfect solution 
for facility that requires a 
 durable yet  economical 
 portable dance floor. 
 Lightweight and easy to 
assemble, SICO’s Original 
portable dance floor provides 
a solid, stylish, solution for 
any event. 

Original
Parquet

Cam-Lam*
Available in a variety of 
 laminate designs from a 
wood plank look to a  modern 
or rustic finish. SICO’s 
 Cam-Lam dance floor delivers 
a  maintenance-free finish 
that resists scratching and 
fading. And it features our 
positive Cam-Lock system for 
 automatic panel alignment 
and a fast, secure fit – making 
set-up simple!

*Patented

Starlight II*
With the rugged Starlight II, 
the sky’s the limit. This safe, 
secure portable dance floor 
is built to withstand the rigors 
of outdoor use. It combines 
a high-pressure laminate 
surface with a  high-density 
 fiberglass reinforced foam 
 inner core, positioned 
 between sheets of sturdy 
aluminum. And our  Cam-Lock 
positive locking system 
streamlines set-up 
and take-down.

*Patented

Available in classic Heritage Oak and Natural Oak styles, our Cam-
Lock dance floor is the perfect choice for  frequent usage. The 
 Cam-Lock system makes aligning panels and trim fast and easy. The 
perfect solution for facilities who require the beauty of real wood 
and the  convenience of a quick set up. 

Cam-Lock
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Tri-Fold
Exclusive SICO® design, the 
Tri-Fold is the only table 
 available where the leaves 
lock in an upright position 
for  transport.  This feature, 
available on both the oval and 
square top, greatly reduces  
spillage and breakage. The 
top easily tilts to a vertical 
position for storage. 

In Room Dining Solutions

The Socializer needs no caddy. In fact, one person can easily fold 
and roll this table into service or storage. There is no lifting neces-
sary, no parts to assemble, and no hassles! Because of its unique 
leg design and folding top, the Socializer nests in a minimum of 
storage space and each additional unit requires only 15.24 cm of 
storage width.

Electric Food Warmers

Nesting Storage

Food Warmer 
Transporters

Our Uni-Fold table is ideal 
for single or double-serve 
situations and smaller plate 
 presentations. Like all SICO® 
tables, it’s  designed for 
smooth,  quiet rolling on any 
 surface, so dishes won’t rattle 
or tip and your staff won’t 
 disturb guests. The perfect 
 combination of performance 
and style. 

Bi-Fold
The Bi-Fold table is  available 
with an oval or square 
top. Leaves fold down for 
 transport, then fold out 
for service.  A durable and 
rugged table for operation, 
this premier in-room dining 
table will allow you to create 
a premier in-room dining 
 experience for your guests.

Optimising your storage room is 
a breeze with our room service 
tables. They fold easily and roll to-
gether into a tight vertical nesting 
alignment. And there’s no lifting 
needed!
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Each SICO® Mobile Sleeper features a lightweight design and du-
rable swivel casters that allow you to transport the unit easily and 
quietly on any surface. With a easy to clean base and foundation 
it’s easy to see why SICO beds are preferred by guests and the staff 
who set up and use in busy hotels and resorts.

Preferred By Housekeepers

Each SICO® Mobile Sleeper 
features a lightweight design 
and durable swivel casters 
that allow you to transport 
the unit easily and quietly on 
any surface. 

100% Australian
Made Mattresses

Standard Top
Treating your guest to a 
 comfortable, quality night’s 
sleep has never been  easier. 
SICO’s standard mobile 
 sleepers utilise a  conventional 
mattress and foundation 
which can generate additional 
revenue for your facility while  
providing the perfect night 
sleep for your guest. 

Pillow Top
For extra pampering and 
an ultra-plush sleeping 
 experience, SICO’s pillow top 
mobile sleeper is the solution 
for your facility. The pillow 
top mattress and foundation 
provide premier comfort. 

Premium Roll Away Beds
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